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Forecast Viewer: Getting started
The Graphical Forecast Viewer allows the user to view Speedwell downscaled forecast products (15 day and month
ahead) as well as raw output based upon the ECMWF and GFS forecast models
View 15 Day and Monthly Forecasts
View GFS and ECMWF forecasts
Choose from multiple chart types:
-Box plots
-Member 1, Ensemble Average, All members
-Cumulative Average and Absolute Error
-Forecast change over the last 12/24/48 hrs
-Climatology
View previously saved graphs, and save new
ones
View historical forecasts for verification
Overlay forecasts for different issue locations / issue dates / variables choosing colours, for quick comparison
Download or view the forecast data in csv format

Plot

Places the current selection on the graph

Overlay

Overlays the current selection to the current graph’s display

Clear

Clears the graph, ready for a new display

Add Prob Dist

Displays probability functions for all days.
Hover over each day’s graph for an enlarged view
Sometimes the average outcome can be an unlikely outcome:
The coloured boxes display an
area of 50% confidence from
the ensemble

Outliers of more than two standard deviations from the mean are
represented as dots on the graph.

Kernel smoothed 10 year climatology

Forecast Viewer: Getting started
Chart Types: choose from a varied selection:

Change the chart line
colours

All ensemble members

Member 1, highest extreme, lowest, avg

Recent history with current forecast
and comparison with last year

Forecast less climatology, with 24 hr
forecast change and 48hr forecast

Verification: forecast, with
actuals, member 1 and climatology

Verification: forecast error, climatology
error, forecast skill

15 Day monthly forecast and climatology overlay

Saving your own graphs
Quickly open a previously saved graph
Save the current display as a favourite, for quick
selection at a later date
The new graph will appear in the My Saved Graphs list, and will also be available for creating a Combination Graph
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Combined Graphs

1. Go to your settings

Create a multilayered display
Add data from differing sources e.g. GFS. ECMWF, ensembles, operational, etc.
Add data from differing Chart Types e.g. Box Plot Member 1, Ensemble Average

2. Click Here

3. Create new or edit existing

4. Hold down the ctrl key, select the required graphs to add to the combination. These will have been saved previously via the “Save Forecast to Favourites” button. When finished, click Update.

Detailed Weather Forecast Verification

Compare forecasted values with the actual data
View the detailed statistical analysis

.
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